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Abstract ID : 4

The LHCb turbo stream

Abstract

The LHCb experiment will record an unprecedented dataset of beauty and charm hadron
decays during Run II of the LHC, set to take place between 2015 and 2018. A key computing
challenge is to store and process this data, which limits the maximum output rate of the
LHCb trigger. So far, LHCb has written out a few kHz of events containing the full raw
sub-detector data, which are passed through a full offline event reconstruction before being
considered for physics analysis. Charm physics in particular is limited by trigger output rate
constraints. A new streaming strategy includes the possibility to perform the physics analysis
with candidates reconstructed in the trigger, thus bypassing the offline reconstruction. In the
“turbo stream” the trigger will write out a compact summary of “physics” objects containing
all information necessary for analyses, and this will allow an increased output rate and thus
higher average efficiencies and smaller selection biases. This idea will be commissioned and
developed during 2015 with a selection of physics analyses. It is anticipated that the turbo
stream will be adopted by an increasing number of analyses during the remainder of LHC
Run-II (2015-2018) and ultimately in Run-III (starting in 2020) with the upgraded LHCb
detector.
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LHCb topological trigger reoptimization

Abstract

The main b-physics trigger algorithm used by the LHCb experiment is the so-called topological
trigger. The topological trigger selects vertices which are a) detached from the primary
proton-proton collision and b) compatible with coming from the decay of a b-hadron. In the
LHC Run 1, this trigger utilized a custom boosted decision tree algorithm, selected an almost
100% pure sample of b-hadrons with a typical efficiency of 60-70%, and its output was used in
about 60% of LHCb papers. This talk presents studies carried out to optimize the topological
trigger for LHC Run 2. In particular, we have carried out a detailed comparison of various
machine learning classifier algorithms, e.g., AdaBoost, MatrixNet and neural networks. The
topological trigger algorithm is designed to select all “interesting” decays of b-hadrons, but
cannot be trained on every such decay. Studies have therefore been performed to determine
how to optimize the performance of the classification algorithm on decays not used in the
training. These include cascading, ensembling and blending techniques. Furthermore, novel
boosting techniques have been implemented that will help reduce systematic uncertainties in
Run 2 measurements. We demonstrate that the reoptimized topological trigger is expected
to significantly improve on the Run 1 performance for a wide range of b-hadron decays.
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The ATLAS Data Flow system for the second LHC
run

Abstract
After its first shutdown, LHC will provide pp collisions with increased luminosity and energy.
In the ATLAS experiment the Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system has been
upgraded to deal with the increased event rates. The Data Flow (DF) element of the TDAQ
is a distributed hardware and software system responsible for buffering and transporting
event data from the Readout system to the High Level Trigger (HLT) and to the event
storage. The DF has been reshaped in order to profit from the technological progress and to
maximize the flexibility and efficiency of the data selection process.
The updated DF is radically different from the previous implementation both in terms of
architecture and expected performance. The pre-existing two level software filtering, known
as L2 and the Event Filter, and the Event Building are now merged into a single process,
performing incremental data collection and analysis. This design has many advantages,
among which are: the radical simplification of the architecture, the flexible and automatically
balanced distribution of the computing resources, the sharing of code and services on nodes.
In addition, logical farm slicing, with each slice managed by a dedicated supervisor, has
been dropped in favour of global management by a single farm master operating at 100 kHz.
The Data Collection network, that connects the HLT processing nodes to the Readout and
the storage systems has evolved to provide network connectivity as required by the new
Data Flow architecture. The old Data Collection and Back-End networks have been merged
into a single Ethernet network and the Readout PCs have been directly connected to the
network cores. The aggregate throughput and port density have been increased by an order
of magnitude and the introduction of Multi Chassis Trunking significantly enhanced fault
tolerance and redundancy.
We will discuss the design choices, the strategies employed to minimize the data-collection
latency, the results of scaling tests done during the commissioning phase and the operational
performance after the first months of data taking.
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The ATLAS Trigger System: Ready for Run-2

Abstract
The ATLAS trigger has been used very successfully for the online event selection during
the first run of the LHC between 2009-2013 at a centre-of-mass energy between 900 GeV
and 8 TeV. The trigger system consists of a hardware Level-1 (L1) and a software based
high-level trigger (HLT) that reduces the event rate from the design bunch-crossing rate
of 40 MHz to an average recording rate of a few hundred Hz. During the next data-taking
period starting in early 2015 (Run-2) the LHC will operate at a centre-of-mass energy of
about 13 TeV resulting in roughly five times higher trigger rates.
We will review the upgrades to the ATLAS Trigger system that have been implemented
during the shutdown and that will allow us to cope with these increased trigger rates while
maintaining or even improving our efficiency to select relevant physics processes. This
includes changes to the L1 calorimeter trigger, the introduction of a new L1 topological
trigger module, improvements in the L1 muon system and the merging of the previously
two-level HLT system into a single event filter farm. At hand of a few examples, we will show
the impressive performance improvements in the HLT trigger algorithms used to identify
leptons, hadrons and global event quantities like missing transverse energy. And finally, we
will summarize the commissioning status of the Trigger system in view of the imminent
restart of data-taking.
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Operation of the upgraded ATLAS Level-1 Central
Trigger System

Abstract
The ATLAS Level-1 Central Trigger (L1CT) system is a central part of ATLAS data-taking
and is configured, controlled, and monitored by a software framework with emphasis on
reliability and flexibility. The hardware has undergone a major upgrade for Run 2 of the
LHC, in order to cope with the expected increase of instantaneous luminosity of a factor of
2 with respect to Run 1. It offers more flexibility in the trigger decisions due to the double
amount of trigger inputs and usable trigger channels. It also provides an interface to the new
topological trigger system. Operationally - particularly useful for commissioning, calibration
and test runs - it allows concurrent, independent triggering of up to 3 different sub-detector
combinations.
In this contribution, we give an overview of the fully operational software framework of
the L1CT system with particular emphasis on the configuration, controls and monitoring
aspects. The software framework allows the L1CT system to be configured consistently with
the ATLAS experiment and the LHC machine, upstream and downstream trigger processors,
and the data acquisition. Trigger and dead-time rates are monitored coherently at all stages
of processing and are logged by the online computing system for physics analysis, data
quality assurance and operation debugging. In addition, the synchronisation of trigger inputs
is watched based on bunch-by-bunch trigger information. Several software tools allow to
efficiently display the relevant information in the control room in a way useful for shifters
and experts. The design of the framework aims at reliability, flexiblity, and robustness of the
system and takes into account the operational experience gained during Run 1. We present
the overall performance during cosmic-ray data taking with the full ATLAS detector and
the experience with first beams in 2015.
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ATLAS Jet Trigger Performance in LHC Run I and
Initial Run II Results

Abstract
The immense rate of proton-proton collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) must be
reduced from the nominal bunch-crossing rate of 40 MHz to approximately 1 kHz before the
data can be written on disk offline. The ATLAS Trigger System performs real-time selection
of these events in order to achieve this reduction. Dedicated selection of events containing
jets is uniquely challenging at a hadron collider where nearly every event contains significant
hadronic energy.
Following the very successful first LHC run from 2010 to 2012, the ATLAS Trigger was
much improved, including a new hardware topological module and a restructured High
Level Trigger system, merging two previous software-based processing levels. This allowed
the optimization of resources and a much greater re-use of the precise but costly offline
software base. After summarising the overall performance of the jet trigger during the first
LHC run, the software design choices and use of the topological module will be reviewed.
The expected performance of jet trigger for the second LHC run, to start in 2015, will be
described together with the available commissioning measurements from early data taking.
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The ATLAS Trigger Core Configuration and
Execution System in Light of the ATLAS Upgrade

for LHC Run 2

Abstract
During the 2013/14 shutdown of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) the ATLAS first level
trigger (L1T) and the data acquisition system (DAQ) were substantially upgraded to cope
with the increase in luminosity and collision multiplicity, expected to be delivered by the
LHC in 2015.
To name a few, the L1T was extended on the calorimeter side (L1Calo) to better cope with
pile-up and apply better-tuned isolation criteria on electron, photon, and jet candidates. The
central trigger (CT) was widened to analyze twice as many inputs, provide more trigger lines,
and serve multiple sub-detectors in parallel during calibration periods. A new FPGA-based
trigger, capable of analyzing event topologies at 40 MHz, was added to provide further
input to forming the level 1 trigger decision (L1Topo). On the DAQ side the dataflow was
completely remodeled, merging the two previously existing stages of the software-based high
level trigger into one.
Partially because of these changes, partially because of the new trigger paradigm to have
more full event analysis, the high level trigger (HLT) execution framework and the trigger
configuration system had to be upgraded, tools and data content had to be adapted to the
new ATLAS analysis model. In this paper we describe this work:
The algorithm execution framework was changed to seamlessly work within the merged HLT,
the data access providers were adapted to the new dataflow. The event building, at which
point all data are retrieved from the readout system, can now dynamically change with
progressing event feature extraction, allowing a more flexible adjustment to dataflow con-
straints. The cost monitoring framework which analyzes data access and CPU consumption,
even prior to data taking, was extended to work within the merged system, several other
improvements followed.
The HLT execution was moved to a memory-saving multi-process application, in which many
event processors are forked after the system configuration. They thus share common data
such as geometry and conditions information, leading to a dramatic reduction in the overall
memory consumption. Compared to Run 1 many more event processors can run on each
machine.
Upon request from the ATLAS physics groups a new kind of data stream was implement, in
which only a small subset of the reconstructed trigger objects and no detector data is stored.
Since the trigger reconstruction in Run 2 almost compares to the offline in resolution, these
data make search analyses that require high statistics feasible.
As a consequence of these changes, the new ATLAS data model, and the new dual environment
analysis approach, the tools that are provided for trigger aware analysis had to be completely
restructured. In particular the reduction and specialization of data content in derived data
sets was posing a challenge for the trigger, a new trigger data slimming was invented.
The database driven trigger configuration system, which describes the physics implemented
at L1 and HLT, needs to reflect all changes in the L1 and HLT system. It now incorporates
the configuration for the new L1Topo trigger, has extended the configuration capabilities
of the L1Calo and CT and the describes are merged HLT. A new system for automatically
adjust the trigger prescale factors to the dropping luminosity during a run was devised and
implemented.
We also present measurements of the trigger execution on first data with the new ATLAS
trigger algorithms and selection.
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Upgrade of the ATLAS Level-1 Trigger with event
topology information

Abstract
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in 2015 will collide proton beams with increased luminosity
from 1034 up to 3 × 1034 cm−2 s−1. ATLAS is an LHC experiment designed to measure
decay properties of highly energetic particles produced in these proton-collisions. The high
luminosity places stringent physical and operational requirements on the ATLAS Trigger in
order to reduce the 40 MHz collision rate to an event storage rate of 1 kHz, thereby retaining
events with valuable physics content. The hardware-based first ATLAS trigger level (Level-1)
has an output rate of 100 kHz and decision latency of less than 2.5 µs. It is composed of
the Calorimeter Trigger (L1Calo), the Muon Trigger (L1Muon) and the Central Trigger
Processor. In 2014, there will be a new trigger system has been added: the Topological
Processor System (L1Topo system).
The L1Topo system consists of a single AdvancedTCA shelf equipped with three L1Topo
processor blades. It processes detailed information from L1Calo and L1Muon in individual
state-of-the-art FPGA processors to derive desitions based on the topology of each collision
event. Such topologies are the angles between jets and/or leptons or global event variables
based on lists of pre-selected/-sorted objects. The system is designed to receive and process
up to 6 Tb/s of real time data. The talk is about the relevant upgrades of the Level-1 trigger
with focus on the topological processor design and commissioning.
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ATLAS TDAQ System Administration: evolution
and re-design

Abstract

The ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system is responsible for the online
processing of live data, streaming from the ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) at CERN. The online farm is composed of ˜3000 servers, processing the data readout
from ˜100 million detector channels through multiple trigger levels. During the two years of
the first Long Shutdown (LS1) there has been a tremendous amount of work done by the
ATLAS TDAQ System Administrators, implementing numerous new software applications,
upgrading the OS and the hardware, changing some design philosophies and exploiting
the High Level Trigger farm with different purposes. During the data taking only critical
security updates are applied and broken hardware is replaced to ensure a stable operational
environment. The LS1 provided an excellent opportunity to look into new technologies
and applications that would help to improve and streamline the daily tasks of not only the
System Administrators, but also of the scientists who will be working during the upcoming
data taking period (Run-II). The OS version has been upgraded to SLC6; for the largest
part of the farm, which is composed by netbooted nodes, this required a completely new
design of the netbooting system. In parallel, the migration to Puppet of the Configuration
Management systems has been completed for both netbooted and localbooted hosts; the
Post-Boot Scripts system and Quattor have been consequently dismissed. Various new
ATCA-based readout systems, with specific network requirements, have also been integrated
into the overall system. Virtual Machine (VM) usage has been investigated and tested and
many of our core servers are now running on VMs. This provides us with the functionality of
rapidly replacing them in case of failures and increasing the number of servers when needed.
Virtualization has also been used to adapt the HLT farm as a batch system, which has been
used for running Monte Carlo production jobs that are mostly CPU and not I/O bound. In
Run-II this feature could be exploited during the downtimes of the LHC. A new Satellite
Control Room (SCR) has also been commissioned and in the ATLAS Control Room (ACR)
the PC-over-IP network connections have been upgraded to a fully redundant network. The
migration to SLC6 has also had an impact on the Control Room Desktop (CRD), the in
house KDE-based desktop environment designed to enforce access policies while fulfilling the
needs of the people working in the ACR and the SCR. Finally, monitoring the health and
the status of ˜3000 machines in the experimental area is obviously of the utmost importance,
so the obsolete Nagios v2 has been replaced with Icinga, complemented by Ganglia for
performance data. This paper serves for reporting “What”, “Why” and “How” we did in
order to improve and produce a system capable of performing for the next 3 years of ATLAS
data taking.
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Tracking with GPGPUs in the ATLAS experiment

Abstract
The ATLAS experiment has been designed to analyse proton-proton and heavy ion collision
events produced at the LHC at a very high rate, both for the online trigger selection and
during offline data reconstruction. Considering the future detector upgrades, demands on
computing power will become even higher and new paradigms must be adopted for fast
data processing. General Purpose Graphical Processing Units (GPGPU) can be used in
a novel approach based on massive parallel computing. The immense computation power
provided by GPGPUs is expected to reduce the computation time and speed-up low-latency
applications for fast decision taking.
In this contribution we show how GPGPU based computing can be used for tracking
applications: we discuss track finding, fitting and reconstruction algorithms, both for real
time triggering and offline reconstruction purposes. The performance of parallel algorithms
is compared to that of currently used tracking methods. Their interface to the ATLAS CPU
based computing framework is presented.
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Triggering events with GPUs at ATLAS

Abstract
The growing size and complexity of events produced at the high luminosities expected in
2015 at the Large Hadron Collider demands much more computing power for the online
event selection and for the offline data reconstruction than in the previous data taking
period. In recent years, the explosive performance growth of low-cost, massively parallel
processors like Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) - both in computing power and in low
energy consumption - make GPUs extremely attractive for solving the challenging computing
tasks of high energy physics experiment like ATLAS.
After the optimisation of the computing intensive algorithms and their adaptation to GPUs,
thus exploiting the paradigm of massively parallel computing, a small scale prototype of the
full reconstruction chain of the ATLAS High Level Trigger under inclusion of the GPU-based
algorithms has been implemented. We discuss the integration procedure of this prototype,
the achieved performance and the prospects for the future.
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gFEX, the ATLAS Calorimeter Level 1 Real Time
Processor

Abstract

The global feature extractor (gFEX) is a component of the Level-1 Calorimeter trigger
Phase-I upgrade for the ATLAS experiment. It is intended to identify patterns of energy
associated with the hadronic decays of high momentum Higgs, W, & Z bosons, topquarks,
and exotic particles in real time at the LHC crossing rate. The single processor board
will be implemented as a fast reconfigurable processor based on four largeFPGAs. The
board will receive coarse-granularity information from all the ATLAS calorimeters on 264
optical fibers with the data transferred at the 40 MHz LHC clock frequency. The gFEX will
be controlled by a single system-on-chip processor, ZYNQ, that will be used to configure
FPGAs, monitor board health, and interface to externalsignals. Although the board is being
designed specifically for the ATLAS experiment, itis sufficiently generic that it could be used
for fast data processing at other HEP or NP experiments. We will present the design of the
gFEX board and discuss how it is beingimplemented.
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Abstract ID : 49

Real-time flavour tagging selection in ATLAS

Abstract

In high-energy physics experiments, online selection is crucial to identify the few interesting
collisions from the large data volume processed. In the overall ATLAS trigger strategy, b-jet
triggers are designed to identify heavy-flavor content in real-time and, in particular, provide
the only option to efficiently record events with fully hadronic final states containing b-jets.
In doing so, two different, but related, challenges are faced. The physics goal is to optimise
as far as possible the rejection of light jets from QCD processes, while retaining a high
efficiency on selecting jets from beauty, while maintaining affordable trigger rates without
raising jet energy thresholds. This maps into a challenging computing task, as charged tracks
and their corresponding vertexes must be reconstructed and analysed for each jet above the
desired threshold, regardless of the increasingly harsh pile-up conditions. The performance
of b-jet triggers during the LHC Run 1 data-taking campaigns is presented, together with
an overview of the new online b-tagging strategy and algorithms, designed to face the above
mentioned challenges, which will be adopted during Run 2.
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Abstract ID : 53

The performance and development of the Inner
Detector Trigger at ATLAS for LHC Run 2

Abstract

A description of the design and performance of the newly reimplemented tracking algorithms
for the ATLAS trigger for LHC Run 2, to commence in spring 2015, is provided. The ATLAS
High Level Trigger (HLT) has been restructured to run as a more flexible single stage process,
rather than the two separate Level 2 and Event Filter stages used during Run 1. To make
optimal use of this new scenario, a new tracking strategy has been implemented for Run 2 for
the HLT. This new strategy will use a Fast Track Finder (FTF) algorithm to directly seed
the subsequent Precision Tracking, and will result in improved track parameter resolution
and significantly faster execution times than achieved during Run 1 but with no significant
reduction in efficiency. The performance and timing of the algorithms for numerous physics
signatures in the trigger are presented. The profiling infrastructure, constructed to provide
prompt feedback from the optimisation, is described, including the methods used to monitor
the relative perfor- mance improvements as the code evolves. The online deployment and
commissioning, together with the first measurements with the Run 2 data are also discussed.
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Abstract ID : 55

Performance of the ATLAS Muon Trigger in Run I
and Upgrades for Run II

Abstract
The ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has taken data at a centre-of-
mass energy between 900 GeV and 8 TeV during Run I (2009-2013). The LHC delivered
an integrated luminosity of about 20 fb−1 in 2012, which required dedicated strategies to
guard the highest possible physics output while reducing effectively the event rate. The
Muon High Level Trigger has successfully adapted to the changing environment of a low
luminosity in 2010 to the luminosities encountered in 2012. The selection strategy has been
optimized for the various physics analyses involving muons in the final state. We will present
the excellent performance achieved during Run I.
In preparation for the next data taking period (Run II) several hardware and software
upgrades to the ATLAS Muon Trigger have been performed to deal with the increased
trigger rate expected at higher center of mass energy and increased instantaneous luminosity.
We will highlight the development of novel algorithms that have been developed to maintain
a highly efficient event selection while reducing the processing time by a factor of three. In
addition, the two stages of the high level trigger that was deployed in Run I will be merged
for Run II. We will discuss novel approaches that are being developed to further improve
the trigger algorithms for Run II and beyond.
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Abstract ID : 79

Software for implementing trigger algorithms on the
upgraded CMS Global Trigger System

Abstract
The Global Trigger is the final step of the CMS level-1 trigger and implements a trigger
menu, a set of selection requirements applied to the final list of objects from calorimeter and
muon triggers to meet the physics objectives. The conditions for trigger object selection,
with possible topological requirements on multi-object triggers, are combined by simple
combinatorial logic (AND-OR-NOT) to form the algorithms. The most basic algorithms
consist of applying ET or pT threshold to single objects. The present Global Trigger is
comprised of several VME modules with FPGAs.
When the LHC resumes its operation in 2015, the collision-energy will be increased from 8
TeV to 13 TeV, with the luminosity expected to go up from 0.75 x 1034 cm−2s−1 to 2 x 1034

cm−2s−1. These operating environments will provide new challenges for the CMS trigger
system. The CMS level-1 trigger system will be upgraded to improve its performance for
selecting interesting physics events and to operate within the predefined data-acquisition
rate.
Together with the upgrade of other level-1 trigger systems, the Global Trigger will be
re-implemented on modern FPGAs on an Advanced Mezzanine Card in MicroTCA crate.
The upgraded system will benefit from the ability to process complex algorithms with DSP
slices and increased processing resources with optical links running at 10 Gbit/s, enabling
more algorithms at a time than previously possible and allowing CMS to be more flexible
in how it handles the trigger bandwidth. CMS also will be able to match different objects,
e.g. muons with jets, with higher resolution and efficiency and be able to calculate more
sophisticated quantities such as the mass of a pair of objects. In 2015, CMS plans to keep the
present triggers running and commission the new ones simultaneously. Detailed comparisons
will be performed between both to test everything from technical implementation to whether
the new triggers perform better, before the older system will be turned off.
A software for handling trigger menu implementation on the present system is strongly
coupled with the current hardware design. In order to handle the increased complexity of
the trigger menu implemented on the upgraded Global Trigger, a set of new software has
been developed. The software allows a physicist to define a menu with analysis-like triggers
using intuitive user interface. The menu is then realised on FPGAs with further software
processing, instantiating predefined firmware blocks. The menu plays a central role in trigger
selection and is shared by the second level trigger, known as the High Level Trigger as well
as a trigger emulating software in an offline software environment. The menu information is
stored in either an XML file or in a database for sharing information with other systems.
The design and implementation of the software for preparing a menu for the upgraded CMS
Global Trigger system will be presented.
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Abstract ID : 93

SWATCH: common control SW for the uTCA-based
upgraded CMS L1 Trigger

Abstract
The CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) L1 (Level-1) Trigger electronics are composed of a
large number of different cards based on the VMEBus standard. The majority of the system
is being replaced to adapt the trigger to the higher collision rates the LHC will deliver after
the LS1 (Long Shutdown 1), the first phase on the CMS upgrade program. As a consequence,
the software that controls, monitors and tests the hardware will need to be re-written.
The upgraded trigger will consist of a set of general purpose boards of similar technology
that follow the uTCA specification, thus resulting in a more homogeneous system. A great
effort has been made to identify the common firmware blocks and components shared across
different cards, regardless of the role they play within the trigger data path. A similar line of
work has been followed in order to identify all possible common functionalities in the control
software, as well as in the database where the hardware initialisation and configuration data
are stored. This will not only increase the homogeneity on the software and database sides,
but it will also reduce the manpower needed to accommodate the online SW to the changes
on hardware. Due to the fact that the upgrade will take place in different stages, it has been
taken into consideration that these new components had to be integrated in the current SW
framework.
This paper presents the design of the control SW and configuration database for the upgraded
L1 Trigger.
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Abstract ID : 98

The PandaRoot Software and Message Queues

Abstract

Panda is one of the main experiments at the future FAIR facility at Darmstadt, featuring
antiproton induced reactions for beam momenta of 1.5-15 GeV/c. The PandaRoot software
provides detector simulations, reconstruction as well as physics analysis. It is based on
the FairRoot framework, developed at GSI, employing standard software for high energy
physics such as ROOT and Virtual Monte-Carlo as well as highly efficient data transport
via message queues. In preparation for data taking and reconstruction at high interaction
rates up to 20 MHz without a dedicated hardware trigger the software is being redesigned to
run on a continuous stream of data with message queues, recently introduced in FairRoot,
instead of the common linear processing chain approach. Efficient online reconstruction as
well as software triggering on physics regions of interest are being developed to sufficiently
reduce the background level sufficiently to store the data for in-depth offline reconstruction
and analysis. This contribution will give an overview on PandaRoot, recent developments
and the perspective to the future with a focus on the new message queue scheme.
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Abstract ID : 108

The LHCb Data Aquisition and High Level Trigger
Processing Architecture

Abstract

The LHCb experiment at the LHC accelerator at CERN collects collisions of particle bunches
at 40 MHz. After a first level of hardware trigger with output of 1 MHz, the physically
interesting collisions are selected by running dedicated trigger algorithms in the High Level
Trigger (HLT) computing farm. This farm consists of up to roughly 25000 CPU cores in
roughly 1600 physical nodes each equipped with 2 TB of local storage space. This work
describes the LHCb online system with an emphasis on the developments implemented
during during the current long shutdown (LS1). We will elaborate the architecture to
treble the available CPU power of the HLT farm and the technicalities to determine and
verify precise calibration and alignment constants which are fed to the HLT event selection
procedure. Precise calibration and alignment constants are determined and verified in a
separate data acquisition activity as soon as data from particle collisions are delivered by
the LHC collider. We will describe how the constants are fed into a two stage HLT event
selection facility using extensively the local disk buffering capabilities on the worker nodes.
With the installed disk buffers, the installed CPU can be used during periods of up to ten
days without beams. These periods in the past accounted to more than 70 % of the total
time.
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Abstract ID : 198

Implementation of an Upward-Going Muon Trigger
for Indirect Dark Matter Searches with the NOvA

Far Detector

Abstract

The NOvA collaboration has constructed a 14,000 ton, fine-grained, low-Z, total absorption
tracking calorimeter at an off-axis angle to an upgraded NuMI neutrino beam. This
detector, with its excellent granularity and energy resolution, and relatively low-energy
neutrino thresholds was designed to observe electron neutrino appearance in a muon neutrino
beam but it also has unique capabilities suitable for more exotic efforts. In fact, if an
efficient upward-going muon trigger with sufficient cosmic ray background rejection can
be demonstrated, NOvA will be capable of a competitive indirect dark matter search for
low-mass WIMPs. The cosmic ray muon rate at the NOvA far detector is about 100 kHz
and provides the primary challenge for triggering and optimizing such a search analysis The
status of the NOvA upward-going muon trigger and initial sensitivity estimates for indirect
detection of WIMP dark matter will be presented.
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Abstract ID : 260

The Electronics, Online Trigger System and Data
Acquisition System of the J-PARC E16 Experiment

Abstract

1. Introduction

The J-PARC E16 experiment aims to investigate the chiral symmetry restoration in cold
nuclear matter and the origin of the hadron mass through the systematic study of the mass
modification of vector mesons. In the experiment, e+e− decay of slowly-moving φ mesons
in the normal nuclear matter density are intensively studied using several nuclear targets
(H, C, Cu and Pb). The dependence of the modification on the nuclear size and the meson
momentum will be measured for the first time.

2. Experiment

The experiment will be performed in 2016 at the high-momentum beam line of the J-PARC
hadron experimental facility, where a 30-GeV proton beam with a high intensity of 1 × 1010

per pulse (2-second spill per 6-second cycle) is delivered to experimental targets. Since the
material budget around the targets is sensitive to the e+e− measurement, thin detector
systems are under construction. The targets are surrounded by GEM Trackers (GTR) with
three tracking planes to achieve the good resolution of 100 µm in the high rate environment
of 5 kHz/mm2. The electrons (positrons) are identified by two types of counters. One is
the Hadron Blind Detector (HBD), which is a threshold type gas Cherenkov detector using
GEM, and the other is the Lead-glass EM calorimeter (LG).

3. Trigger electronics

The first level trigger is decided by the three fold coincidence of ∼620-ch from the GTR,
∼940-ch from the HBD and ∼1000-ch from the LG. Cathode foils which face to the read
out strips of the most outside GTR and pads of the HBD are divided into trigger segments.
A pulse fired on the GEM cathode foils are fed into an amplifier-shaper-discriminator (ASD)
ASIC, which has been developed by our group in cooperation with Open-It[1]. The LG
signals are discriminated by a commercial fast comparator. In order to gather the trigger
primitives, which are sent from the GTR, HBD and LG in parallel LVDS signals, a trigger
merger board (TRG-MRG) has been developed. The TRG-MRG produces time stamps of
the trigger primitives with a resolution of less than 4 nsec by using a Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA.
The time stamps are serialized by the FPGA and transmitted to a global trigger decision
module via optical fibers at each link rate of 5 Gbps or more. The global trigger module
utilizes a Belle-II Universal Trigger Board 3. The first level trigger as well as a global clock
of ∼125 MHz is distributed by Belle-II FTSW boards via Category-7 LAN cables to the
front-end-modules described bellow.

4. Readout electronics

The numbers of readout channels amount to ∼56k, ∼36k and ∼1k for the GTR, HBD and
LG, respectively. In the current design, waveforms from all of the readout channels will be
recorded by using analog memory ASICs to obtain timing and charge deposit information
and to distinguish pulse pile-up in the high rate environment for the offline analysis. The
waveform from the GTR and HBD are stored with a 25 nsec cycle in APV25s1[2] chips
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and then transferred to the Scalable Readout System, which has been developed by the
CERN RD51 Collaboration[3] (an R&D collaboration for MGPDs). The LGs are read out
by custom made boards, which employ DRS4[4] chips to record the pulses at 1 GHz. Those
modules digitize the waveforms and perform the zero suppression at online. The data are
collected by the DAQ-Middleware[5] using gigabit Ethernet and 10G Ethernet links. The
expected data rate is 660 MB/spill with the event rate of 2k/spill after zero suppression.

5. Summary

This is an overview talk on the electronics and trigger system for the J-PARC E16 experiment.
Other contributions for the detail of the DAQ software, trigger ASIC, and so on are also
prepared and submitted by coauthors.
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[4] http://www.psi.ch/drs/
[5] http://daqmw.kek.jp/ (in Japanese)
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Abstract ID : 266

Development of GEM trigger electronics for the
J-PARC E16 experiment

Abstract
The purpose of the J-PARC E16 experiment is to investigate the origin of hadron mass
through the chiral symmetry restoration in nuclear matter. In the experiment, we measure
mass spectra of vector mesons in nuclei in the e+e− decay channel with high precision and
high statistics.
We use a 30 GeV proton beam with high intensity of 1010 per spill to achieve high statistics
and targets of 0.1% interaction length to suppress an electron background caused by γ -
conversion in the targets. In the spectrometer of the experiment, GEM Trackers (GTR),
which are composed of three layers of tracking planes in a magnetic field, are used to measure
momenta of the decay electrons in the high rate environment. Hadron Blind Detectors
(HBD), which are gas Cerenkov counters using GEM, and Lead Glass Calorimeters (LG) are
placed outside the GTR to identify electrons. The e+e− event trigger consists of three-fold
coincidence of signals from the most outside GTR, HBD and LG. The number of channels
for GTR, HBD and LG is about 620, 940, and 1000, respectively. Efficient trigger system
selecting events of e+e− decays from huge background events must be constructed in order
to reduce the trigger rate to 1-2 kHz that our DAQ can cope with.
We developed new Amplifier-Shaper-Discriminator (ASD) ASICs which can deal with large
detector capacitance originating from GEM and have a short shaping time to handle the
high rate counting. The naive idea to extract the trigger signal from these GEM detectors,
such as GTR and HBD, is utilizing signals of strips or pads on the anode readout plane
which are used for tracking or electron identification. This idea requires, however, R&D of
complex frontend circuits and a large number of channels for the fast signal outputs. In
order to avoid these problems, the trigger signals are picked up from the cathode plane of the
induction gap of these GEM chambers, namely, the last GEM foil in the stack. Considering
to use the signals from the GEM foil, it is difficult to cope with large capacitance of the
order of nF by using normal preamps.
Requirements of the trigger electronics for GTR are to cope with the large detector capaci-
tance of about 2 nF, a fast shaping time and a good signal-to-noise ratio for the minimum
input charge of 10 fC. The cathode plane of a GEM foil of the most outside GTR, whose
size is 300 × 300 mm2, has detector capacitance of about 50 nF. The GEM foil is divided
into 24 segments in order to reduce the capacitance to about 2 nF and a counting rate in
each segment, and to roughly track charged particles. The rough tracking has an important
role of decreasing a background of electrons which do not come from targets. In the forward
region of the spectrometer, the maximum hit rate of each segment is expected to be 1-2 MHz.
Thus, we set the shaping time to 25 ns corresponding to a pulse width of about 200 ns. The
electric circuit of the ASIC was designed to suppress Equivalent Noise Charge (ENC) under
2 × 104 for the input detector capacitance of 2 nF. The ASD ASIC chip satisfying the above
requirements has been developed by our group in cooperation with Open-It[1]. A modified
version of the ASIC for GTR is used as the electronics of the GEM trigger for HBD.
A prototype of a preamp board with the ASIC chips was produced. Size of the board should
be enough small to be installed in narrow spaces of GTR modules. One of functions of the
preamp board is to convert discriminated digital outputs of the ASIC to parallel LVDS
signals which are sent to a trigger merger board (TRG-MRG). Also, the board needs to
receive slow control signals from the TRG-MRG to activate and control digital functions of
the ASIC.
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This contribution will report the development status of the GEM trigger system and result
of performance test of the ASIC chip.
Reference: 1. http://openit.kek.jp/
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Abstract ID : 275

The Database Driven ATLAS Trigger Configuration
System

Abstract
This contribution describes the trigger selection configuration system of the ATLAS low-
and high-level trigger (HLT) and the upgrades it received in preparation for LHC Run 2.
The ATLAS trigger configuration system is responsible for applying the physics selection
parameters for the online data taking at both trigger levels and the proper connection of the
trigger lines across those levels. Here the low-level trigger consists of the already existing
central trigger (CT) and the new Level-1 Topological trigger (L1Topo), which has been
added for Run 2. In detail the tasks of the configuration system during the online data
taking are

• Application of the selection criteria, e.g. energy cuts, minimum multiplicities, trigger
object correlation, at the three trigger components L1Topo, CT, and HLT

• On-the-fly, e.g. rate-dependent, generation and application of prescale factors to the
CT and HLT to adjust the trigger rates to the data taking conditions, such as falling
luminosity or rate spikes in the detector readout

• Recording of the complete trigger configuration for any given point in time, for later
use by data analysts

The core of the trigger configuration system is an oracle database (TriggerDB), with a
dedicated schema to reflect the L1Topo, CT, and HLT configuration needs. A java-based UI
serves as the front-end to the TriggerDB for the trigger experts to store new and modify
existing trigger configurations. C++-based database reader software exists for the trigger
clients to retrieve configurations from the database. Web interfaces exist to display the
information to a large group of ATLAS members.
With the vast amount of upgrades of the CT and HLT during the last two years, and the
addition of the L1Topo, substantial changes to the database and software were necessary,
which will be presented. Technical problems, such as the low-latency distribution of the
configuration across the HLT computing farm and the synchronous application to the data
will be addressed. Also the propagation of the trigger configuration database from the
data-taking side to various ATLAS data reconstruction sites will be discussed, including a
short description how the same trigger configuration mechanism is being used for ATLAS
Monte Carlo simulation. New features such an automated luminosity tracking and prescale
application system, which optimizes the ATLAS data taking efficiency, will also be shown.
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Abstract ID : 315

Investigation of High-Level Synthesis tools’
applicability to data acquisition systems design based
on the CMS ECAL Data Concentrator Card example

Abstract
High-Level Synthesis (HLS) for Field-Programmable Logic Array (FPGA) programming is
becoming a practical alternative to well-established VHDL and Verilog languages. This paper
describes a case study in the use of HLS tools to design an FPGA-based data acquisition
systems (DAQ). We will present the implementation of the CERN CMS detector ECAL
Data Concentrator Card (DCC) functionality in HLS and lessons learned from using HLS
design flow.
The DCC functionality and a definition of the initial system-level performance requirements
(latency, bandwidth, and throughput) will be presented . We will describe how its packet
processing control-centric algorithm was implemented with VHDL and Verilog languages.
We will then show how the HLS flow could speed up design-space exploration by providing
loose coupling between function’s interface design and function’s algorithm implementation.
We conclude with results of real-life hardware tests performed with the HLS flow-generated
design with a DCC Tester system.
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Abstract ID : 353

Efficient time frame building for online data
reconstruction in ALICE experiment

Abstract

After Long Shutdown 2, the upgraded ALICE detector at the LHC will produce more than
a terabyte of data per second. The data, constituted from a continuous un-triggered stream
data, have to be distributed from about 250 First Level Processor nodes (FLPs) to O(1000)
Event Processing Nodes (EPNs). Each FLP receives a small subset of the detector data
that is chopped in sub-timeframes. One EPN needs all the fragments from the 250 FLPs
to build a full timeframe. An algorithm is being implemented on the FLPs with the aim
of optimizing the usage of the network connecting the FLPs and EPNs. The algorithm
minimizes contention when several FLPs are sending to the same EPN. An adequate traffic
shaping is implemented by delaying the sending time of each FLP by a unique offset. The
payloads are stored in a buffer large enough to accommodate the delay provoked by the
maximum number of FLPs. As the buffers are queued for sending, the FLPs can operate
with the highest efficiency. Using the time information embedded in the data any further
FLP synchronization can be avoided. Moreover, “zero-copy” and multipart messages of
ZeroMQ are used to create full timeframes on the EPNs without the overhead of copying
the payloads. The concept and the performance measurement of the implementation on a
computing cluster are presented.
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Abstract ID : 363

Online tracking with GPUs at PANDA

Abstract
The PANDA experiment is a next generation particle detector planned for operation at the
FAIR facility, currently under construction in Darmstadt, Germany. PANDA will detect
events generated by colliding an antiproton beam on a fixed proton target, allowing studies
in hadron spectroscopy, hypernuclei production, open charm and nucleon structure.
The nature of hadronic collisions means that signal and background events will look very
similar, making a conventional approach, based on a hardware trigger signal generated by a
subset of the detectors to start the data acquisition, unfeasible. Instead, data coming from
the detector are acquired continuously, and all online selection is performed in real-time. A
rejection factor of about 1000 is needed to reduce the data rate for offline storage, making
the data acquisition system computationally very challenging.
Adoption of Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) in many computing applications is increasing,
due to their cost-effectiveness, performance, and accessible and versatile development using
high-level programming paradigms such as CUDA or OpenCL. Applications of GPU within
HEP include Monte Carlo production, analysis, low- and high-level trigger.
Online track reconstruction of charged particles plays an essential part in the event recon-
struction and selection process. Our activity within the PANDA collaboration is centered
on the development and implementation of particle tracking algorithms on GPUs, and on
studying the possibility of performing online tracking using a multi-GPU architecture. Three
algorithms are currently under development, using information from the PANDA tracking
system: a Hough Transform; a Riemann Track Finder; and a Triplet Finder algorithm, a
novel approach finely tuned for the PANDA STT detector. The algorithms are implemented
on the GPU in the CUDA C language, utilizing low-level optimizations and non-trivial data
packaging in order to exploit to the maximum the capabilities of GPUs.
This talk will present details of the implementation of these algorithms, together with
first performance results, and solutions for data transfer to and from GPUs based on
message queues for a deeper integration of the algorithms with the FairRoot and PandaRoot
frameworks, both for online and offline applications.
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Abstract ID : 375

The CMS High Level Trigger

Abstract

The CMS experiment has been designed with a 2-level trigger system: the Level 1 Trigger,
implemented on custom-designed electronics, and the High Level Trigger (HLT), a streamlined
version of the CMS offline reconstruction software running on a computer farm. A software
trigger system requires a tradeoff between the complexity of the algorithms running on the
available computing power, the sustainable output rate, and the selection efficiency. Here we
will present the performance of the main triggers used during the 2012 data taking, ranging
from simpler single-object selections to more complex algorithms combining different objects,
and applying analysis-level reconstruction and selection. We will discuss the optimisation of
the triggers and the specific techniques developed to cope with the increasing LHC pile-up,
reducing its impact on the physics performance.
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Abstract ID : 377

Performance of muon-based triggers at the CMS
High Level Trigger

Abstract

The trigger systems of LHC detectors play a fundamental role in defining the physics
capabilities of the experiments. A reduction of several orders of magnitude in the rate of
collected events, with respect to the proton-proton bunch crossing rate generated by the
LHC, is mandatory to cope with the limits imposed by the readout and storage systems
limits. An accurate and efficient online selection mechanism is thus required to fulfill the
task keeping maximal the acceptance to physics signals. The CMS experiment operates
using a two-level trigger system. Firstly a Level-1 Trigger (L1T) system, implemented using
custom-designed electronics, is designed to reduce the event rate to a limit compatible to
the CMS Data Acquisition (DAQ) capabilities. A High Level Trigger System (HLT) follows,
aimed at further reducing the rate of collected events finally stored for analysis purposes.
The latter consists of a streamlined version of the CMS offline reconstruction software and
operates on a computer farm. It runs algorithms optimized to make a trade-off between
computational complexity, rate reduction and high selection efficiency. With the computing
power available in 2012 the maximum reconstruction time at HLT was about 200 ms per
event, at the nominal L1T rate of 100 kHz. An efficient selection of muons at HLT, as
well as an accurate measurement of their properties, such as transverse momentum and
isolation, is fundamental for the CMS physics programme. The performance of the muon
HLT for single and double muon triggers achieved in Run I will be presented. Results from
new developments, aimed at improving the performance of the algorithms for the harsher
scenarios of collisions per event (pile-up) and luminosity expected for Run II will also be
discussed.
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Abstract ID : 378

Electrons and photons at High Level Trigger in CMS
for Run II

Abstract

The CMS experiment has been designed with a 2-level trigger system. The first level is
implemented using custom-designed electronics. The second level is the so-called High Level
Trigger (HLT), a streamlined version of the CMS offline reconstruction software running
on a computer farm. For Run II of the Large Hadron Collider, the increase in center-of-
mass energy and luminosity will raise the event rate to a level challenging for the HLT
algorithms. New approaches have been studied to keep the HLT output rate manageable
while maintaining thresholds low enough to cover physics analyses. The strategy mainly
relies on porting online the ingredients that have been successfully applied in the offline
reconstruction, thus allowing to move HLT selection closer to offline cuts. Improvements in
HLT electron and photon definitions will be presented, focusing in particular on: updated
clustering algorithm and the energy calibration procedure, new Particle-Flow-based isolation
approach and pileup mitigation techniques, and the electron-dedicated track fitting algorithm
based on Gaussian Sum Filter.
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Abstract ID : 379

Performance of Tracking, b-tagging and Jet/MET
reconstruction at the CMS High Level Trigger

Abstract

The trigger systems of the LHC detectors play a crucial role in determining the physics
capabilities of experiments. In 2015, the center-of-mass energy of proton-proton collisions
will reach 13 TeV up to an unprecedented luminosity of 1e34 cm-2s-1. A reduction of
several orders of magnitude of the event rate is needed to reach values compatible with
detector readout, offline storage and analysis capabilities. The CMS experiment has been
designed with a two-level trigger system: the Level-1 Trigger (L1T), implemented on custom-
designed electronics, and the High Level Trigger (HLT), a streamlined version of the offline
reconstruction software running on a computer farm. A software trigger system requires a
trade-off between the complexity of the algorithms, the sustainable output rate, and the
selection efficiency. With the computing power available during the 2012 data taking the
maximum reconstruction time at HLT was about 200 ms per event, at the nominal L1T rate
of 100 kHz. Tracking algorithms are widely used in the HLT in the object reconstruction
through particle-flow techniques as well as in the identification of b-jets and lepton isolation.
Reconstructed tracks are also used to distinguish the primary vertex, which identifies the
hard interaction process, from the pileup ones. This task is particularly important in the
LHC environment given the large number of interactions per bunch crossing: on average 25
in 2012, and expected to be around 40 in Run II with a large contribution from out-of-time
particles. In order to cope with tougher conditions the tracking and vertexing techniques
used in 2012 have been largely improved in terms of timing and efficiency in order to keep
the physics reach at the level of Run-I conditions. We will present the performance of these
newly developed algorithms, discussing their impact on the b-tagging performances as well
as on the jet and met reconstruction.
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Abstract ID : 382

HLT configuration management system

Abstract

The CMS High Level Trigger (HLT) is implemented running a streamlined version of the CMS
offline reconstruction software running on thousands of CPUs. The CMS software is written
mostly in C++, using Python as its configuration language through an embedded CPython
interpreter. The configuration of each process is made up of hundreds of “modules”, organized
in “sequences” and “paths”. As an example, the HLT configurations used for 2011 data taking
comprised over 2200 different modules, organized in more than 400 independent trigger paths.
The complexity of the HLT configurations and the large number of configuration produced
require the design of a suitable data management system. The present work describes the
designed solution to manage the considerable number of configurations developed and to
assist the editing of new configurations. The system is required to be remotely accessible
and OS-independent as well as easly maintainable easy to use. To meet these requirements
a three-layers architecture has been choosen. On top of the “ConfDB” database a business
logic manager has been introduced to handle the database operations, to perform the read
and write rights check and to send a configuration to the user in a suitable format for the user
interface. The graphical user interface (GUI) provides the features to display, modify and
manage the configurations. The GUI design was carried out first by exposing paper sketches
to the end-users and based on the their feedbacks a software mockup was implemented. At
the end of the development process usability test will be carried out in order to measure the
impact that the new GUI has on the development of configurations for the CMS-HLT.
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Abstract ID : 383

CMS High Level Trigger Timing Measurements

Abstract

The two-level trigger system employed by CMS consists of the Level 1 (L1) Trigger, which is
implemented using custom-built electronics, and the High Level Trigger (HLT), a farm of
commercial cpus running a streamlined version of the offline CMS reconstruction software.
The operational L1 output rate of 100 kHz, together with the number of cpus in the HLT
farm, imposes a fundamental constraint on the amount of time available for the HLT to
process events. Exceeding this limit impacts the experiment’s ability to collect data efficiently.
Hence, there is a critical need to characterize the performance of the HLT farm as well
as the algorithms run prior to startup in order to ensure optimal data taking. Additional
complications arise from the fact that the HLT farm consists of multiple generations of
hardware and there can be subtleties in machine performance. We will present our methods
of measuring the timing performance of the CMS HLT, including the challenges of making
such measurements. Results for the performance of various intel Xeon architectures from
2009-2014 and different data taking scenarios will also be presented.
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Abstract ID : 425

Online/Offline reconstruction of trigger-less readout
in the R3B experiment at FAIR

Abstract

The R3B (Reactions with Rare Radioactive Beams) experiment is one of the planned
experiments at the future FAIR facility at GSI Darmstadt. R3B will cover experimental
reaction studies with exotic nuclei far off stability, thus enabling a broad physics programs
with rare-isotope beams with emphasis on nuclear structure and dynamics. Several different
detection subsystems as well as sophisticated DAQ system and data-analysis software are
being developed for this purpose. The data analysis software for R3B is based on FairRoot
framework and called R3BRoot. R3BRoot is being used for simulation and detector design
studies for the last few years. Recently, it was successfully used directly with the data
acquisition and for the analysis of the R3B test beam-time in April 2014. For the future
beam times the framework has to deal with the free streaming readout of the detectors. The
implementation within R3BRoot to fulfill this trigger-less run mode will be presented as
well as the set of tools developed for the online reconstruction and quality assurance of the
data during the run.
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Abstract ID : 430

Tracker software for Phase-II CMS

Abstract

The CMS experiment is has multi-faceted detector upgrade program planned over the next
decade. The silicon tracker system plans an improved pixel detector for 2017 and proposes
an entirely new tracker for the high-luminosity LHC run. In this presentation, we discuss
the tools developed and used in the design, simulation and reconstruction of the upgraded
tracker including completely new trigger functionalities. We discuss how we adapted the
standard CMS tracker software to achieve excellent physics and technical performance results
in each of the upgraded tracker scenarios, and our implementation of the track trigger
simulation. We discuss our results and will demonstrate how the results of our simulation
and reconstruction work have impacted the overall program of the upgraded tracker designs.
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Abstract ID : 439

A design study for the upgraded ALICE O2
computing facility

Abstract
An upgrade of the ALICE detector is currently prepared for the Run 3 period of the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN starting in 2020. The physics topics under study by
ALICE during this period will require the inspection of all collisions at a rate of 50 kHz for
minimum bias Pb-Pb and 200 kHz for pp and p-Pb collisions in order to extract physics
signals embedded into a large background.
The upgraded ALICE detector will produce more than 1 TByte/s of data. Both collision
and data rate impose new challenges onto the detector readout and compute system. Some
detectors will not use a triggered readout, which will require a continuous processing of the
detector data.
Although various online systems are existing for event based reconstruction, the application
of a production system for time-based data processing and reconstruction is a novel case
in HEP. The project will benefit from the experience gained with the current ALICE High
Level Trigger online system, which already implements a modular concept combining data
transport, algorithms and heterogeneous hardware. Processing of individual events will
however have to be replaced by the continuous processing of the data stream segmented
according to a time-frame structure.
One challenge is the distribution of data within the compute nodes. Time-correlated data sets
are received by the First Level Processors (FLP) and must be coherently transported to and
aggregated on the Event Processing Nodes (EPN). Several approaches for the distribution
of data are being studied. Aggregated time-frame data is processed on the EPN with
the primary goal to reconstruct particle properties. On-the-fly and short-latency detector
calibration is necessary for the reconstruction. The impact of the calibration strategy to
the reconstruction performance is under study. Based on the partially reconstructed data,
events corresponding to particular collisions can be assembled from the time-based data.
The original raw data are then replaced by these preprocessed data. This transformation
together with the application of lossless data compression algorithms will provide a data
volume reduction of a factor of 20 before data is passed onto the storage system.
Building on messaging solutions, the design and development of a flexible framework for
transparent data flow, online reconstruction, and data compression has started. The system
uses parallel processing on the level of processes and threads within processes in order to
achieve an optimal utilization of CPU cores and memory. Furthermore, the framework
provides the necessary abstraction to run common code on heterogeneous platforms including
various hardware accelerator cards.
We present in this contribution the first results of a prototype with estimates for scalability
and feasibility for a full scale system.
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Abstract ID : 441

Real-time alignment and calibration of the LHCb
Detector in Run2

Abstract

Stable, precise spatial alignment and PID calibration are necessary to achieve optimal
detector performances. During Run2, LHCb will have a new real-time detector alignment
and calibration to reach equivalent performances in the online and offline reconstruction.
This offers the opportunity to optimise the event selection by applying stronger constraints
as well as hadronic particle identification at the trigger level. The required computing
time constraints are met thanks to a new dedicated framework using the multi-core farm
infrastructure for the trigger. The motivation for a real-time alignment and calibration of
the LHCb detector is discussed from the operative and physics performance point of view.
Specific challenges of this configuration are discussed, as well as the designed framework and
its performance.
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Abstract ID : 481

A multi-port 10GbE PCIe NIC featuring UDP
offload and GPUDirect capabilities.

Abstract

NaNet-10 is a four-ports 10GbE PCIe Network Interface Card designed for low-latency
real-time operations with GPU systems. For this purpose the design includes a UDP offload
module, for a fast and deterministic to clock-cyle handling of transport layer protocol, plus
a GPUDirect P2P/RDMA engine for low-latency communication with nVIDIA Tesla GPU
devices. A dedicate module (Merger) can optionally process input UDP streams before
data are delivered through PCIe DMA to their destination devices, e.g. coalescing payload
data from different streams according to a reconfigurable algorithm. NaNet-10 is going to
be integrated in the NA62 CERN experiment in order to assess the suitability of GPGPU
systems as real-time triggers, we will report results and lessons learned in this activity.
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Abstract ID : 488

Evaluation of ’OpenCL for FPGA’ for Data
Acquisition and Acceleration in High Energy Physics

applications

Abstract
The proposed upgrade for the Large Hadron Collider LHCb experiment at CERN envisages a
system of 500 Data sources each generating data at 100 Gbps, the acquisition and processing
of which is a challenge even for state of the art FPGAs. This challenge splits into two, the
Data Acquisition (DAQ) part and the Algorithm acceleration part, the later not necessarily
immediately following the former.
Looking first at the DAQ part, a Header Generator module was needed to packetize the
streaming data coming in from the front-end electronics of the detectors, for easy access
and processing by the servers. This necessitates FPGA architectures that not only handle
the data generated by the experiment in real-time but also dynamically adapt to potential
inadequacies of other components, such as the network and PCs, while ensuring system
stability and overall data integrity. Since the data source has no flow control, this module
needs to modify the stream data by dropping datasets in a controlled fashion in the event of
receiving a back pressure signal from the downstream modules. Also needed was a front-end
source emulator capable of generating the various data patterns, that can act as a test bed
to validate the functionality and performance of the Header Generator. Such a system was
earlier designed and realized in VHDL. The results from this were presented as a paper,
‘Dynamically Adaptive Header Generator and Front-End Source Emulator for a 100 Gbps
FPGA based DAQ’ presented at the IEEE Real-Time Conference earlier in 2014 (RT2014).
While this process has been traditionally carried out using hardware description languages
(HDLs), the possibility exists of using OpenCL to design a DAQ system. This has the
potential to simplify development for physicists using the tools, who are more familiar with
traditional software as opposed to HDLs, so they can understand the system and make
modifications in the future. This is challenging due to fact that the OpenCL language is
designed for Parallel Processing and not really targeted at real-time DAQ and there are
major challenges in representing the cycle-accurate data acquisition and processing system
in OpenCL. However, OpenCL for FPGAs may be applicable from a high level synthesis
perspective. Achieving this will enable the movement of the entire FPGA design flow for
High Energy Physics applications to OpenCL, rather than just the algorithm acceleration
portion that involves parallel processing.
For the algorithm acceleration part, the Hough transformation will be implemented in
OpenCL. This is a method to reconstruct lines from points in 2D/3D space and can be
used to identify particle tracks from hits in the VELO detector elements. Variations of this
algorithm are also used for feature identification on the data from other detectors too.
This work explores the feasibility of implementing Data Acquisition and Processing system
on OpenCL and evaluates the performance of this OpenCL implementation with the HDL
based implementation. Development is using the Altera OpenCL compiler for FPGA.
This work was is funded under ICE-DIP, a European Industrial Doctorate project in the
European Community’s 7th Framework programme Marie Curie Actions under grant PITN-
GA-2012-316596.
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Abstract ID : 510

The Heavy Photon Search Experiment Software
Environment

Abstract

The Heavy Photon Search (HPS) is an experiment at the Thomas Jefferson National
Accelerator Facility (JLab) designed to search for a hidden sector photon (A’) in fixed target
electroproduction. It uses a silicon microstrip tracking and vertexing detector inside a dipole
magnet to measure charged particle trajectories and a fast electromagnetic calorimeter
just downstream of the magnet to provide a trigger and identify electrons. As the first
stage of this project, the HPS Test Run apparatus was constructed and operated in 2012
to demonstrate the experiment’s technical feasibility and to confirm that the trigger rates
and occupancies were as expected. The full detector is currently being installed and will
be commissioned starting in November, 2014. Data taking is expected to commence in
the spring of 2015. The HPS experiment uses both invariant mass and secondary vertex
signatures to search for the A’. The overall design of the detector follows from the kinematics
of A’ production which typically results in a final state particle within a few degrees of the
incoming beam. The occupancies of sensors near the beam plane are high, so high-rate
detectors, a fast trigger, and excellent time tagging are required to minimize their impact.
The trigger comes from a highly-segmented lead-tungstate crystal calorimeter located just
downstream of the dipole magnet. The detector was fully simulated using the flexible and
performant Geant4-based program slic (abstract 445, this conference). Simulation of the
readout and the event reconstruction itself were performed with the Java-based software
package org.lcsim (abstract 445, this conference).. The simulation of the detector readout
includes full charge deposition, drift and diffusion in the silicon wafers, followed by a detailed
simulation of the readout chip and associated electronics. Full accounting of the occupancies
was performed by overlaying the expected number of beam backgrounds. Track, cluster and
vertex reconstruction for both simulated and real data will be described and preliminary
comparisons of the expected and measured detector performance will be presented. We will
begin with an overview of the physics goals of the experiment followed by a short description
of the detector design. We will then describe the software tools used to design the detector
layout and simulate the expected detector performance. Finally, the event reconstruction
chain will be presented.
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Abstract ID : 514

An artificial retina processor for track reconstruction
at the full LHC crossing rate

Abstract

The INFN-RETINA is an R&D project aimed at developing and implementing a parallel
computational methodology allowing to reconstruct events with hundred of charged-particle
tracks in pixel and silicon strip detectors at 40 MHz, thus suitable for processing LHC events
at the full crossing frequency. For this purpose we design and test a massively parallel
pattern-recognition algorithm, inspired by studies of the processing of visual images by the
brain as it happens in nature. We find that high-quality tracking in large detectors is possible
with sub-microseconds latencies when this algorithm is implemented in modern, high-speed,
high-bandwidth FPGA devices. This opens a possibility of making track reconstruction
happen transparently as part of the detector readout. The detailed geometry and charged-
particle activity of a large already-built tracking detector are simulated and used to assess
the performance of an artificial retina processor prototype at the current available silicon
readout frequency of 1MHz. TEL62 boards, equipped with 4 Altera Stratix III FPGAs
providing the adequate computing power, are used for the processing stage of the prototype.
In addition, a silicon telescope detector consisting of 8 layers of single-sided silicon strip
detectors with 512 strips each, with a size of about 10 cm x 10 cm and the strip pitch of 183
microns, has been built to perform a full realistic test of the artificial retina processor. We
report on the first results of such fast tracking device based on test with simulated LHC
events, cosmic rays and on a particle beam.
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Abstract ID : 515

Performance of the NOvA Data Driven Triggering
System with the full 14 kT Far Detector

Abstract
The NOvA experiment uses a continuous, free-running, dead-timeless data acquisition
system to collect data from the 14 kT far detector. The DAQ system readouts the more
than 344,000 detector channels and assembles the information into an raw unfiltered high
bandwidth data stream. The NOvA trigger systems operate in parallel to the readout and
asynchronously to the primary DAQ readout/event building chain, where they examine the
full (unfiltered) detector data stream and perform complicated high level pattern recognition
and reconstruction algorithms to identify rare and unique interaction topologies.
The data driven triggering systems for NOvA are unique in that they examine long contiguous
time windows of the high resolution readout data and enable the detector to be sensitive to
a wide range of physics interactions from those with fast, nanosecond scale signals up to
processes with long delayed coincidences between hits at the ten’s of millisecond scale. The
trigger system is able to a true 100% live time for the detector, making it sensitive to both
beam spill related and off-spill physics.
We present the performance of the trigger system with the full 14 kT NOvA detector
during the first year of physics operations. We discuss the real-time and parallel computing
techniques that have been used to obtain the demonstrated performance of the trigger
framework. We give details relating to the performance of key triggering algorithms and
how they have been used to validate the first observations of neutrinos in the NOvA far
detector as well as the challenges of implementing and simulating the performance of these
algorithms in the trigger environment.
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Abstract ID : 516

Integration of the Super Nova Early Warning
System with the NOvA Trigger

Abstract

The NOvA experiment, with a baseline of 810 km, samples Fermilab’s upgraded NuMI
beam with a Near Detector on-site and a Far Detector (FD) at Ash River, MN, to observe
oscillations of muon neutrinos. The 344,064 liquid scintillator-filled cells of the 14 kton FD
provide high granularity of a large detector mass and enable us to also study non-accelerator
based neutrinos with our Data Driven Trigger framework. This talk/poster will focus on
the real time integration of the SNEWS with the NOvA Trigger where we have set up an
XML-RPC based messaging system to inject the SNEWS signal directly into our trigger.
This presents a departure from the E-Mail based notification mechanism used by SNEWS in
the past and allows NOvA more control over propagation and transmission timing. Message
propagation time studies as well as DAQ upgrades to accommodate larger data buffers and
improved data readout are discussed.
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Abstract ID : 538

4-Dimensional Event Building in the First-Level
Event Selection of the CBM Experiment.

Abstract
The future heavy-ion experiment CBM (FAIR/GSI, Darmstadt, Germany) will focus on the
measurement of very rare probes at interaction rates up to 10 MHz with data flow of up to
1 TB/s. The beam will provide free stream of beam particles without bunch structure. That
requires full online event reconstruction and selection not only in space, but also in time,
so-called 4D event building and selection. This is a task of the First-Level Event Selection
(FLES).
The FLES reconstruction and selection package consists of several modules: track finding,
track fitting, short-lived particles finding, event building and event selection. Since all
detector measurements contain also time information, the event building is done at all stages
of the reconstruction process. The input data are distributed within the FLES farm in
a form of so-called time-slices, which time length is proportional to a compute power of
a processing node. A time-slice is reconstructed in parallel between cores within a CPU,
thus minimizing communication between CPUs. After all tracks of the whole time-slice are
found and fitted in 4D, they are collected into clusters of tracks originated from common
primary vertices, which then are fitted, thus identifying 4D interaction points registered
within the time-slice. Secondary tracks are associated with primary vertices according to
their estimated production time. After that short-lived particles are found and the full e
vent building process is finished. The last stage of the FLES package is a selection of events
according to the requested trigger signatures.
We describe in details all stages of the FLES package and present results of tests on many-
core computer farms with up to 3000 cores, focusing mainly on parallel implementations of
the track finding and the event building stages as the most complicated and time consuming
parts of the package. The track finding efficiency remains stable and the processing time
grows as a polynomial of second order with respect to the number of events in the time-slice.
The first results of J/psi selection are presented and discussed.
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